Thank you for selecting the Super Nintendo Entertainment System® PINOCCHIO™ game pak.

Please read this instruction booklet thoroughly to ensure proper handling of your new games. Then save this booklet for future reference.

THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN RATED BY THE ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE RATING BOARD. FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ESRB RATING, OR TO COMMENT ABOUT THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE RATING, PLEASE CONTACT THE ESRB AT 1-800-771-3772.
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Safety Precautions

- **DO NOT** subject your Game Pak to extreme temperatures, either hot or cold. Always store it at room temperature.

- **DO NOT** touch the terminal connectors on your Game Pak. Keep it clean and dust-free by always storing it in its protective plastic sleeve.

- **DO NOT** try to disassemble your Game Pak.

- **DO NOT** let your Game Pak come in contact with thinners, solvents, benzene alcohol or any other strong cleaning agents that can damage it.
1. Make sure you have a controller plugged into the one-player port on the front-left of the machine.

2. Insert the Pinocchio Game Pak into your Super Nintendo Entertainment System and turn the power on.

3. When the Pinocchio title screen appears, press any button on your controller. The Pinocchio Story screen appears.

4. Press the A, B, X or Y button to move through the pages of Pinocchio’s story, or press SELECT to skip the story and go straight to game play. More of the story will unfold as you play the game.

5. At the end of the story, press START to begin play.
Controls

Controls on all levels are the same, except for the controls on Level Two: Lamps Tide Seating and Level Three: The Marionette Show. Those controls are listed following this section.

![Diagram of game controller with labels: L Button, Y Button, X Button, R Button, Control Pad, Select, Start, A Button, B Button.]

Jump (B)
Spin (you must first collect a red book page to spin) (Y)
Walk Right (Control Pad Right)
Walk Left (Control Pad Left)
Look Up (Control Pad Up)
Duck Down (Control Pad Down)
DURING LAMPSIDE SEATING (LEVEL 2):

Jump (B)
Jab Umbrella at a Bug (Y)
Open Umbrella for Protection
(When Standing), or Open Umbrella
for Parachute (When Jumping) (X)
Walk Right (Control Pad Right)
Walk Left (Control Pad Left)
Look Up (Control Pad Up)
Look Down (Control Pad Down)

AT THE MARIONETTE SHOW (LEVEL 3):

Move Arm on the Right (X)
Move Arm on the Left (Y)
Spin (Control Pad Up)
Kick Right (A)
Kick Left (B)
Crouch Kick Right
(Control Pad Down then press A)
Squat Kick Left
(Control Pad Down then press B)]

Note: On the EASY setting, you do not have to use the crouch kick to complete the Marionette show.
Special Moves

JUMP
While walking around with Pinocchio on Level One, keep an eye out for water pumps, street signs, and other special objects that Pinocchio can use to jump higher and farther.

SPIN
On some levels, Pinocchio can protect himself by spinning around when near an enemy. To spin, Pinocchio must pick up a red book page.

Bonus Items

PINOCCHIO’S HATS
- On the **EASY** setting, picking up three hats earns one extra try.
- On the **NORMAL** setting, picking up five hats earns one extra try.
- On the **HARD** setting, picking up ten hats earns one extra try.
BLUE FAIRY WAND
Pick up a Blue Fairy Wand to increase Pinocchio's health.

BOOK PAGES
In your travels, you may come across yellow, red, blue, and white pages from a book. Pick them up to get special moves and powers.

- The yellow page lets Pinocchio fly higher on blue balloons in Level Four, Pleaure Island.
- The red page lets Pinocchio spin around fast to knock down enemies.
- The blue page lets Pinocchio jump higher to reach hidden bonuses.
- The white page lets Pinocchio stay on the sea bed longer in Level Six, The Search for Monstro.

PINOCCHIO'S SCHOOL BOOKS
When you pick up enough of Pinocchio's red school books you get a chance to continue the game when you finish all your current tries.

- On the EASY setting, picking up five books earns one continue.
- On the NORMAL setting, picking up ten books earns one continue.
- On the HARD setting, picking up fifteen books earns one continue.
You are about to experience Pinocchio’s story. As you help Pinocchio and Jiminy through the adventure, remember three important things:

- Always choose the path of truth.
- Be brave enough to stand up to the bad guys no matter what.
- Be selfless by helping others even when all seems lost.

There are special chances throughout the adventures to help Pinocchio prove himself to the Blue Fairy. Earn the Red Badge of Truth, the Yellow Badge of Bravery, and the Blue Badge of Unselfishness from the Blue Fairy and she will grant Pinocchio his wish – to be a real boy!

To learn more about how to move, please see the section called CONTROLS.
LEVEL ONE: AN ACTOR’S LIFE FOR ME

Geppetto has sent Pinocchio off to school, but he won’t make it there with Honest John and Gideon around! Don’t listen to their tales of Easy Street. Help Pinocchio choose the best path to school and don’t be tempted into taking shortcuts! Take the right road and the Blue Fairy rewards you with the Red Badge of Truth. Take the wrong road and, Oh No! Pinocchio’s nose grows! Get the geese and naughty boys to fight each other and both will leave you alone!
LEVEL TWO: LAMPSIDE SEATING

Stromboli has forced Pinocchio to dance in his marionette show. In an effort to gain a good seat on a lamppost, Jiminy must fight off the moths and bugs attracted to the light. For more about how to move on this level, see the Controls section.
LEVEL THREE: MARIONETTE SHOW

Pinocchio has his skill tested by the other marionettes in Stromboli's show. Copy the other puppets moves exactly and the audience will throw coins and bonuses in appreciation. If you don't, well, you'll have more tomatoes than Mama Stromboli's spaghetti sauce! To learn more about the specific controls for this level, see the Controls section in this manual.
LEVEL FOUR: PLEASURE ISLAND

Lampwick leads Pinocchio on a chase through Pleasure Island. Lampwick and his friends don’t make it easy – they’re throwing bricks and balls at Pinocchio! Avoid thrown objects and follow Lampwick as he grabs balloons and floats away. Help Pinocchio grab one and jump from string to string on the balloons to catch him! Different colored balloons can hold Pinocchio for different amounts of time, so practice on each. Note: on Easy setting, Pinocchio can stay on the first balloon he grabs and get through the level safely.

When you fly up, up, and away to the next stage, Lampwick leads the chase on a rickety old roller coaster. There are lots of broken spaces on the track, so when you come up to one, jump out of your car and into another on the other side of the break. Be alert for bells that will switch the tracks and bonuses. At the bottom of the rollercoaster, avoid fireworks and oncoming cars. Gather as many wands, hats and books as you can before Lampwick spoils the fun!
LEVEL FIVE: ESCAPE FROM PLEASURE ISLAND

Pinocchio learns that greed is bad and tries to escape Pleasure Island. But once at the docks, he runs into the evil Coachman. Be brave as you help Pinocchio knock the Coachman into the water, and the Blue Fairy will reward you with the Yellow Badge of Bravery.
LEVEL SIX: SEARCH FOR MONSTRO

Help Pinocchio make his way along the bottom of the sea as he searches for Monstro the whale. Pick up clams to help weigh yourself to the sea floor. They only last a short while though, so keep finding as many as you can. Keep your eyes open – Monstro is closer than you think. Use Sea Anemones and Manta Rays to help you cross dangerous areas and the stream of bubbles to move up and down.
LEVEL SEVEN: FISH!

Caught up in a large shoal of fish, Pinocchio swims with them to get away from Monstro. Help Pinocchio stay ahead of Monstro by grabbing fish and jumping from tail to tail. The longer Pinocchio stays ahead, the more bonuses you'll collect. Watch out for lion fish – they don't like to be grabbed – but some special fish and turtles will help you boost ahead. Watch for tuna that burp out bonuses!
LEVEL EIGHT: INSIDE MONSTRO

Looks like Monstro got you anyway, but that’s okay, because now you can help Geppetto get away. As you wander around the shipwreck, help Pinocchio collect firewood he can use to build a smoky fire by spinning into crates to break them apart. Light a fire, and Monstro will sneeze everyone out into the sea. Spin into crates to break them apart. Watch out for crabs and spiky wood, and find Geppetto so you can both escape.
LEVEL NINE: ESCAPE FROM MONSTRO

Chased by the mighty Monstro, you must help Pinocchio and Geppetto row their raft to safety by ducking and jumping rocks. When your raft hits a rock and cracks apart, remember to think of someone else’s safety before your own – Geppetto’s life may depend on it. Do the right thing, and the Blue Fairy appears one last time to bestow the Blue Badge of Unselfishness on Pinocchio.

With your help, Pinocchio has proved himself worthy of being a real boy. The Blue Fairy waves her magic wand, and Geppetto’s dream comes true.
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3-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY (For Hardware, Game Paks, & Accessories)
Nintendo of America Inc. ("Nintendo") warrants to the original purchaser that the product (hardware, game paks and accessories) shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of three (3) months from the date of purchase. If a defect covered by this warranty occurs during this three (3) month warranty period, Nintendo will repair or replace the defective product or component part, at its option, free of charge.

ADDITIONAL 3-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY (Hardware only)
Nintendo warrants to the original purchaser that the hardware product shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for an additional three (3) months beyond the original 3-month warranty period described above. If a defect covered by this warranty occurs during this additional 3-month warranty period, Nintendo will repair the defective hardware product or component free of charge. The original purchaser is entitled to this additional 3-month limited repair warranty only if the Consumer Proof of Purchase Card (attached to the hardware packaging when sold) is returned promptly after the date of purchase to Nintendo by the original purchaser or the original purchaser's retailer.

WARRANTY SERVICE OR REPAIR/SERVICE AFTER EXPIRATION OF WARRANTY
You may need only simple instructions to correct any problem with your product.
Call the Consumer Assistance Hotline at: 1-800-255-3700 rather than going to your retailer. Hours of operation are 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., Pacific Time, Monday - Saturday, and 6 a.m. to 7 p.m., Pacific Time, on Sundays (times subject to change). If the problem cannot be solved over the telephone, you will be referred to the nearest NINTENDO AUTHORIZED REPAIR Center™ or you will be offered express factory service through Nintendo. In some instances, it may be necessary for you to ship the complete product, FREIGHT PREPAID AND INSURED FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE, to the nearest service location.

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS
THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT APPLY IF THIS PRODUCT: (a) IS USED WITH PRODUCTS NOT SOLD OR LICENSED BY NINTENDO (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, NON-LICENSED GAME ENHANCEMENT DEVICES, ADAPTERS, AND POWER SUPPLY DEVICES); (b) IS USED FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES (INCLUDING RENTAL) OR IS MODIFIED OR TAMPERED WITH; (c) IS DAMAGED BY NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT, UNREASONABLE USE, OR BY OTHER CAUSES UNRELATED TO DEFECTIVE MATERIALS OR WORKMANSHIP; OR (d) HAS HAD THE SERIAL NUMBER ALTERED, DEFACE, OR REMOVED.

ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE WARRANTY PERIODS DESCRIBED ABOVE (3 MONTHS OR 6 MONTHS, AS APPLICABLE). IN NO EVENT SHALL NINTENDO BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE BREACH OF ANY IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTIES. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS OR EXCLUSION OF CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Nintendo's address is as set forth on the back cover of this manual.
This warranty is valid only in the United States.